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Everyone now began to tear at Adorno. An orgasm is an elegy. I can’t explain this rationally. It’s site-specific emotion lodged in a small barking noise—an escape hatch in the negative dialectic.

This is what he might have desired during the student protest in 1969. The emotion that corresponds to the practice of oppression is contempt. If I had been among the students in Frankfurt, would I have opened up my leather jacket and showed him my breasts in a parodic manner, in solidarity with a leaflet that proclaimed “Adorno as an institution is dead?”
Direct socialization is structurally determined by the patriarchal or Oedipal family, so the gender politics of parody is hopeless if you want meaningful social change. In this story however the people live and Adorno dies. Yet I am convinced that I would have refused to think of Adorno or any individual as an institution and instead would have removed myself from the scene and posed as “the small time expert,” a sexless menial. In my rejection of revolt, I would have underscored my subject position as a mirror of the fragile component of the social sexual contract. Adorno was attracted to, in fact relied upon, mimesis. Did I desire him even after he forgave me for faking the orgasm? But how do I know that I wouldn’t have been instead liberated from this inclination to withdraw, to pose, and to think at a remove? What if I had become activated—I can well imagine this. Even as I write, I can feel some odd source or space that’s as much physical sensation as idea located inside—it’s probably in everybody’s brain—wanting activation.

With a flick of the switch aggression exposes erotic drives to blindness. On the other side of this blindness is an orgasm in the public void.

An orgasm is an elegy in which there is no consolation. Machines, like orgasms, are inconsolable things.

Adorno metamorphosed from an instrument to a machine to the unnameable, a figure in the Beckett he had admired. Text is the electricity that moves the body from one thing to the next even as it cannot break out of its instrumental rationality.

With the books in his brain stem shifting their weight hurriedly, he sought comfort in nonhuman Valais in southern Switzerland. The poet Rilke had a few things to say about this spot: I hide my shame below the figure of his agonistic remorse. In respect to mountains like these, Kant refers to “a voluptuousness for the mind in a train of thought that [he] can never fully unravel.” Why is it that I wish for the mountain to remain where it is and for the unraveling to continue beyond such words? Adorno has responded thus: “To enter nature,” signifies “seeking out unconscious existence at the very place where it is most clearly revealed in the phenomenal world.” Adore, whose name became No for an instant, wanted to be elevated by or into the irrational at the site of a gathering of “dissimilar human beings.” “The need to protect sexuality has something crazy about it.” The need to protect sexuality has something crazy about it.

About has something crazy about “it.” About has something crazy about it. About has something crazy about it. About it.